A Marvellous Lay-Yourself-Back Ear Pleasure
The duo „Tudo Tranquilo“ releases its first album

Bernadette and Josef Irgmaier are the duo “Tudo Tranquilo”. They brought the name from Brazil where
Bernadette lived for many years. Since they are all home in Bavaria again, there’s a rough Bavarian translation
“bassd scho” (“it’s all right”). One could misunderstand it as “no need to be too accurate” but that’s not what it
means. The interpretations of those two are not of two minds at all. Every tone seems to be well-considered. At
the same time, ease and musical wit delight as well as the enormous familiarity with the varying musical styles.
Thus the name means a calming down, a marvellous lay-yourself-back ear pleasure.
The choice of songs reflects how they are put into sound, in a mindful, detailed way, and drawn by an
optimistic commitment to being human. There’s a great deal of Bossa Nova coming from different areas of
Brazil and of the world, all with their respective characteristics. One Bossa, “Lebn und Arbat” (“life and labour”),
is even a true Bavarian. There are love songs of different shades, well-known musical-hits among them, and
consistently silent, unpretentious songs which find their way straight from the ear into the heart.
As the producer, Josef Irgmaier marked his first “Tudo Tranquilo” CD with the slogan “low budget – high spirit”.
This is not for advertising but an agenda. Produced with little technical assets, published without an all-out
propaganda, yet with songs that understand the auditory; an unusual thing. “Spirit” so to speak. That said, the
thing with the spirit is a tricky one. Too much of it is hard to take. It needs very sensitive and despite all the
virtuosity modest musicians, it needs a very careful approach to make it work. “Tudo Tranquilo” can do that.
You can buy the CD for 10,- € at the shops “Buchhandlung Riedel” and “Schreibwaren
Farbenfroh” in Tittmoning, Germany, or directly via email: info@josefirgmaier.com
Download and stream from several internet portals, see the website
http://tudotranquilo.josefirgmaier.com

